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Chapter 3

Dynamic Energy Budget model of the

North Atlantic loggerhead turtles

Abstract

During their life, the average loggerhead turtle experiences an almost 25-fold increase in
length, with a carapace at hatching of 4-5 cm straight length, and adult females ranging
from 90-130 cm straight carapace length. The average female reproduces every 2-3 years,
laying 4-5 clutches of over a hundred eggs per clutch, on the same beach she hatched
on 15-30 years ago. Growth, maturation and reproduction are influenced by genetics,
but also the environmental conditions (temperature and available food), which constrain
the acquisition and use of available energy. Classic (static) growth and reproduction
models have limited capacity to account for the environmental factors, and mostly give
no insight into the physiology of the studied species, and the interaction between the
physiological processes.

Completing energy budgets and constructing energy-based models has been recently
identified as one of the key research areas for sea turtles. In this chapter, the Dynamic
Energy Budget (DEB) theory is introduced and then used to construct a DEB model of
North Atlantic loggerhead turtles. Data was obtained from published and unpublished
sources, and all suitable data was used to estimate the model parameters. The estimated
parameter values are realistic when compared to parameter values of other sea turtles,
and the resulting DEB model describes the life cycle and predicts the life history traits
well. The results are discussed with respect to observed and estimated values reported in
the literature, and deviations of model predictions from data are discussed with respect
to physiological and ecological implications.
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34 Dynamic Energy Budget model of the North Atlantic loggerhead turtles

3.1 Introduction

The life cycle of the loggerhead turtle can be divided into three stages: embryonic, juve-
nile, and adult.

Embryonic development, the duration of which is inversely proportional to the incu-
bation temperature [61, 142, 223, 187], lasts 50-60 days with the sex of the embryos
determined by temperature in the last third of the embryonic development [156, 265].

Within the juvenile period, further distinction can be made between (post-)hatchlings
up to one year of age and 15 cm straight carapace length (SCL), exclusively oceanic
juveniles, and juveniles that occasionally feed in neritic areas [228, 23]. After hatching,
turtles having an average length of 4.5 cm and a mass of 20 g [174, 23] intensely swim
towards the open sea, which is called the swimming frenzy, and then stay in the oceanic
habitat feeding mostly opportunistically on a variety of oceanic and pelagic organisms,
including jellyfish, molluscs, and oceanic crab species [66]. Upon reaching a certain
length (between 41 cm and 63 cm SCL, [228, 13]) and undergoing some (physiological)
changes resulting in, e.g., deeper and longer dives [91] and new prey items becoming
manageable [138], juveniles start feeding in the neritic zone on larger and nutrient richer
pray (larger crabs, molluscs, and fish) [80, 242]. This ontogenetic habitat shift is called
recruitment to neritic habitat, and is a gradual process. Some loggerhead turtles continue
to use both habitat types (oceanic and neritic) even in the adult stage [186, 147]. The
average duration of the oceanic juvenile stage was estimated as 8.2 [13] or 14 [215] years,
and the average duration of the neritic juvenile stage as 10 [215], 11 [173], 16 [14] or
17.4-20 [25] years.

Within the adult period, a more detailed classification can be made with regards to
the type of habitat (oceanic, neritic) the adults are using, and to the exact phase of the
nesting season (feeding, migrating, mating) [23]. Loggerhead turtles are considered to
reach adulthood (become sexually mature) in the North Atlantic at lengths between 75
and 90 cm SCL [25, 209, 173, 204]. The average age at maturity was estimated to be
between 15 and 29 years [173], with estimates of mean age at maturity as late as 45 years
[209], and observations of maturity as early as 10 years of age [210]. Nesting occurs
every 2-3 years (the period between nesting seasons is called the remigration interval),
with a reproduction output of 4-5 clutches per nesting season, and 110-140 eggs per
clutch [237, 232, 26, 204].

Because the exact moment when loggerheads turtles are sexually mature is hard to ob-
serve, in most cases the simplification is made that the event of first nesting denotes that
sexual maturity has been reached. The most accurate way to determine age at first nest-
ing would be captive rearing and direct observation of sea turtles. However, the obtained
data cannot be directly applied to the wild populations, because sea turtles reared in cap-
tive or semi-natural conditions grow much faster and reach maturity at much younger
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ages, compared to those in the wild [16, 148]. For individuals that have been encountered
in the wild nesting for the first time, even the simplification of age at nesting being equal
to age at maturity does not remove the uncertainty of age at maturity, because (i) they
could have been nesting previously without being encountered [237], and (ii) their age is
unknown unless they have been released and tagged from a head-starting program and
have not lost their tags while roaming the oceans [13]. Indirect methods of obtaining the
age at maturity include assuming certain size at maturity (mostly taken as the smallest
nesting female in the area), and estimating how long it would take for sea turtles to reach
that size. Estimation methods utilize growth models and skeletochronology (determin-
ing age based on the growth marks on the bone), capture-mark-recapture methods, or
length-frequency analysis [214, 209, 13, 25]. Part of the variation in estimations can thus
be explained by the difference in methodologies (different data collection and/or data
analysis). Significant sources of variation are also inter-individual differences present
even among the individuals of the same population [175, 16, 223, 25], and differences
in environmental conditions the individuals are experiencing, primarily with respect to
temperature and food availability [25, 16].

Besides estimating age at maturity, the mentioned methods are used for calculating
growth rates and estimating the duration of specific life stages [13, 215, 25, 264]. Growth
rates have been shown to vary with respect to the geographical region [148, 25, 223],
hatching season [223], and climate oscillations [41]. In addition to growth and matura-
tion, the reproduction is also influenced by the local [144, 145] and global [92, 201, 203]
climate oscillations, and the preferred habitat type [80].

Standard growth and reproduction models (e.g. [173, 13, 14, 88]) are constrained by the
type of data they require (reliable growth data for growth models, and reproduction
data for reproduction predictions), and often cannot account for the environmental fac-
tors such as food availability and/or temperature: e.g. the von Bertalanffy growth model
assumes constant food and temperature, and therefore can be used for describing and
predicting growth only under those (constant) conditions for which the data was ob-
tained. The standard (static) models focus on the available data rather than the processes
that connect the data, and therefore cannot be used for determining causal relationships.
Process models (e.g., [97, 80, 92]), on the other hand, use different types of data as input
and study the underlying processes. The processes of growth, maturation, and repro-
duction are all influenced by the available energy the organism can acquire and then
allocate.

The Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) theory [218, 217, 162, 109] is one of the most complete
and consistent universal ecological theories, and it was therefore chosen as the best suited
framework for an energy budget model. We decided to focus on the North Atlantic
population of loggerhead turtles because it has one of the largest nesting aggregations of
loggerhead turtles [228].
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The aim of this chapter is to: (i) give an introduction to DEB theory, and a formal DEB
model description; (ii) discuss the collected and evaluated available data for the North
Atlantic loggerhead turtle population; (iii) show which data was used to estimate the
parameter values for a DEB model of a North Atlantic loggerhead turtle; (iv) present
and discuss how well the model can describe the data ; (v) discuss the implications of
the obtained results.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 The DEB model

The basic assumption made for this research was that the loggerhead turtle follows the
energetic principles defined by the laws of physics, thermodynamics and biochemistry
applied in the standard Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) theory, and that the turtle can
therefore be described well by a standard DEB model. In the (abstract) world of the
DEB theory, any organism can be represented with three state variables (compartments):
structure, reserve, and maturity (Figure 3.1, Table 3.1). Structure, V, is defined as the part
of the body that requires (somatic) maintenance and has constant chemical composition.
It can be quantified in terms of energy of mass, but DEB theory frequently quantifies it
as volume (hence the symbol V). Reserve, E, is defines as the part of the body that does
not require (somatic) maintenance. It also has a constant chemical composition, receives
input in the form of assimilated energy, and is mobilized for metabolic purposes. It can
be quantified as volume or mass, but DEB theory frequently quantifies it as energy (hence
the symbol E). It serves as a buffer between the environment (with fluctuating food
availability), and the organism (with constant energy needs). Energy flows in the body
depend on the values of its state variables: the amounts of structure and reserve, and
the level of maturity. The amount of reserve per volume of structure is called the energy
density, [E], and is a good indicator of the individual’s condition because better fed
individuals will have a higher reserve density. The structure and the reserve are abstract
variables, but can be linked to the “real” (measurable) world via length or weight. Length
of a turtle, e.g. straight carapace length (SCL), LSCL, can be converted to the structural
length, L, by the shape coefficient, δSCL , and then cubed to get the volume of structure:

L = LSCL · δSCL = V1/3. (3.1)

Weight has contributions from both reserve and structure, which are mostly assumed to
have the same specific density (dV = dE). Food availability is typically quantified by the
scaled functional response, f , which is the feeding rate as a fraction of the maximum
feeding rate of an individual. The scaled functional response can also be written as
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f = X/(X + K), where X is the food abundance, and K the half-saturation coefficient.
This quantifier ( f ) only compares amounts, not quality. Variations in quality can cause
f to be larger than 1, if a particular food quality is taken as a reference. When f and the
contribution of reserve to weight, ω, are known, weight can be calculated as:

W = L3(1 + f ω). (3.2)

The weight of adult (female) loggerhead turtles will also have a contribution from the
reproduction buffer [94]. Dynamics of the reproduction buffer were not explicitly mod-
eled at this stage, but several (reproduction) buffer handling rules had been specified by
DEB theory ([109], see also R1 in Table 3.1) and can be included.

The third state variable, maturity, EH, has no physical volume, mass, or energy: its for-
mal status is information, with an increase in maturity translating into an increase in
complexity. Maturation requires maturity maintenance (proportional to the level of ma-
turity), and maturation no longer increases after puberty. Maturity is tracked by energy
that is cumulatively invested into the process of maturation (increase in maturity), or re-
production after the maximum maturity level - at puberty - is reached. The flow that was
previously used for maturation is then used to build up the reproductive buffer. When
certain levels of maturity (thresholds) are achieved, the organism transitions from one
developmental stage to the other: a switch from an embryo (does not feed) to juvenile
(feeds, but does not reproduce) is considered as ’birth’ at Eb

H, and from a juvenile (does
not reproduce) to an adult (reproduces) as ’puberty’ at E

p
H.

Consequently, the life cycle of the loggerhead turtle can be described by following the
three state variables (structure, reserve, and maturity) which together give information
about the size (length and weight), and the life stage (embryo, juvenile, adult) of the
individuals. There are certain relations between the state variables, that always hold
true: at the start of development the energy density, [E], is infinitesimally large because
the amount of structure is approximately zero. During the development the amount
of reserve (E) decreases while the amount of structure (L3) increases, resulting in an
energy density at birth ([E]b) equal to that of the mother at the moment of laying the egg
([E]b = [E]mother). This represents the “maternal effect” [111]. Also, the level of maturity
(EH), i.e. the energy invested into the process of maturation is taken as zero at the start
of development (E0

H = 0), and can only increase (E0
H < Eb

H < E
p
H) .

The changes in state variables result from the underlying processes. The standard DEB
model describes the processes of acquisition and use of energy by following specific
energy fluxes: assimilation, pA, mobilization, pC, maintenance, pS and pJ , growth, pG,
and maturation or reproduction, pR (Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: The standard DEB model, presentation modified from Kooijman [109]. Marks (D1-D3, F1-F7,
R1) correspond to the descriptions in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.2: A scheme of the estimation process: the covariation method uses all available data (zero-
and uni-variate), and environmental characteristics (scaled food availability, f , and temperature, T) to
iteratively estimate parameter values, with initial parameter values used as the starting point. In the
covariation method, the Nelder-Mead method was used to set and test different parameter values. Next,
the predictions obtained with different parameter values for zero- and uni-variate data were evaluated
using the weighted least squares criterion. This process was repeated until the set of parameter values
which produced the statistically preferred zero- and uni-variate predictions was identified. The output of

the covariation method is the final set of parameter estimates and zero- and uni-variate predictions.

The dynamics of the processes are quantified by a set of differential equations with
parameters that can be grouped into three main categories: core parameters, auxiliary
parameters, and other parameters (Table 3.2). The core DEB parameters relate directly to
processes controlling state variable dynamics, including the effects of temperature and
food availability, and are directly linked to the underlying assumptions of DEB theory.
The auxiliary parameters are part of the auxiliary theory that links the abstract world of
DEB state variables to quantities that can be measured directly, such as length, weight,
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egg output etc [126]. Other parameters include environmental characteristics, such as
temperature, or food availability.

The covariation method [126] was used to determine (estimate) the parameter values
from data (Figure 3.2). The method simultaneously uses all available information passed
to the estimation routines, making the process and the end result independent of any
particular sequence in estimating parameter values [126]. Additionally, the quality of the
data sets was taken into account by assigning different weight to a specific data point
(or data set), with higher quality data having more weight during parameter estimation.
For the estimation procedure the nmregr function of the DEBtool package ([112], Mat-
lab version 7.3.0) was used, using Nelder-Mead simplex method to find the estimates
from initial guesses, and the minimum weighted sum of squared deviations of predic-
tions compared to data as the estimation criterion. DEBtool routines for the covariation
method had three types of data as input: zero-variate data, uni-variate data, and pseudo-
data. Each type of data and their corresponding values are described in the Section 3.2.2.
All data organization and parameter estimation was done using the add_my_pet scripts
available on 05/11/2015 [110], implemented in Matlab R2011b.

To obtain model predictions such as growth curves and reproduction output, changes
of DEB state variables (structure, reserve, and maturity) with time needed to be com-
puted by solving the relevant ordinary differential equation (ODE) of the model (D1-D3,
Figure 3.1, Table 3.1) throughout the specified time span. Matlab function (ode45) was
used to solve the ODEs for the change in the structural length, and in the reserve and
the maturity scaled with the surface area specific assimilation rate, {pAm}. The specific
growth rate was calculated using the scaled energy density, e = vE/({pAm}L3), and
energy investment ratio, g = [EG]/(κ[Em]), as:

r = v(e/L − 1/Lm)/(e + g). (3.3)

The reproduction output was calculated by the Matlab function reprod_rate.m imple-
mented in the DEBtool package [112], where the reproduction output is the function of
length, food availability, temperature, maturity levels at birth and puberty, and a set of
parameters (κ, κR, g, k J , kM, and v). For the description of parameters see Table 3.2.

.
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Table 3.1: The standard DEB model: state variables with corresponding dynamic equations (D1-D3),
auxiliary state variables for reproduction, with corresponding equations (R1-R2), and processes with cor-

responding energy fluxes (F1-F7). Equations and descriptions adapted from Refs. [97, 109]

State
variable Eq. Dynamic equation Description

Reserve,E (J) D1 dE
dt = pA − pC

Physical part of the organism that quantifies metabolic
memory, i.e. serves as an energy buffer between the
environment and the organism. Does not require maintenance,
and can be readily mobilised for processes.

Structural
length, L =
V1/3(cm)

D2 dL
dt = 1

3L2
pG

[EG ]
= rL

3
Physical part of the organism that requires energy for
maintenance; with r = Ev/L−pS/κ

E+EG/κ .

Maturity,
EH (J) D3 dEH

dt = dER
dt = pR

Information (no physical volume) that requires maintenance,
and controls metabolic switching. Maturity increases while
EH < E

p
H , with energy allocated to reproduction otherwise.

*Reproduc-
tion buffer,
ER (J)

R1
ER =

∫
pR(EH ≥

E
p
H)dt

Energy in the reproduction buffer between reproduction events.
Before puberty is reached, ER = 0.

Process Eq. Energy flux Description

Assimilation F1
pA = κX pX =
= {pAm} f L2

Fraction of the ingestion flux that gets fixed into the reserve,
with the food availability given as f = X

KX+X . It is related to the
surface are of the structure via a compound parameter
{pAm} = z[pM]/κ, and therefore depends on the size of the
organism. For parameter descriptions see next table.

Utilization
(Mobiliza-
tion)

F2 pC = E(v/L − r)

The utilization of reserve follows from the homeostasis
assumption. The mobilized reserve is divided according to the
κ-rule: a fixed fraction is allocated to the processes of growth
and somatic maintenance, the rest to development, maturity
maintenance, and reproduction.

Somatic
maintenance F3 pS = pM + pT

Energy flux to basic metabolic processes that keeps the
organism alive. We differentiate between the structural-volume
related metabolic costs (pM), such as costs of protein turnover,
and surface area related metabolic costs (pT), such as costs of
heating for endotherms. For ectotherms such as sea turtles,
pT = 0 and pS = pM = [pM]L3.

Growth F4 pG = κpC − pS

Increase of structure (change in size), without the increase in
complexity (see Maturation). It includes the costs of converting
the energy reserve into structure [EG], because the chemical
composition of two compartements is different.

Maturity
maintenance F5 pJ = k J EH Maintenance of complexity of structure (see Maturation).

Maturation F6
pR =
(1 − κ)pC − pJ

Increase of complexity of structure, as a preparation for the
adult stage. At certain levels of maturity the organism
undergoes metabolic switches. See text for details.

Reproduc-
tion F7

pR =
(1 − κ)pC − k J E

p
H

Conversion of mother’s energy reserve into the energy reserve
of an egg. The reproduction flux is a a continuation of the
maturation flux (hence the same notation), where EH in the
maturity maintenance flux is now replaced with constant E

p
H .

*Reproduc-
tion
(eggs/time)

R2 R = κR pR/E0
Reproduction output, where E0 is the cost of (or initial energy
in) an egg.
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Table 3.2: The list of standard DEB model primary parameters, with symbols, units, processes they
control, and summarized descriptions. Notation: symbols marked with square brackets, [ ], indicate
that the parameter relates to structural volume (volume specific parameter), and symbols marked with
curly brackets, , indicate that the parameter relates to structural surface area (surface area specific
parameter). More details are available in Lika et al. [126], and the online DEB notation document

www.bio.vu.nl/thb/deb/deblab/.

Core parameters
Sym-
bol Unit Description Process

Maximum
searching rate {Fm} l/d.cm2 Controls food intake if food is not abundant and

has no effect at abundant food.
Feeding

Digestion
efficiency (of food
to reserve)

κX -
Specifies the fraction of energy in food that is fixed
in reserve.

Digestion

Defaecation
efficiency (of food
to faeces)

κP
X -

Specifies the fraction of energy in food that ends
up as faeces.

Product
formation

Maximum specific
assimilation rate {pAm}

J/d.cm2

Not directly estimated, but calculated using the
parameter z - the zoom factor that controls the
maximum length via the specific assimilation:
{pAm} = z[pM]/κ

Assimila-
tion

Energy
conductance

v cm/d Controls the reserve mobilization.
Mobilisa-
tion

Allocation
fraction to soma

κ -

Controls the allocation of mobilised reserve to
somatic maintenance and growth as opposed to
maturity maintenace and maturation or
reproduction.

Alloca-
tion

Reproduction
efficiency

κR -
The fraction of reserve allocated to reproduction
that is fixed in the reserve of offspring.

Repro-
duction

Volume-specific
somatic
maintenance

[pM] J/d.cm3
Controls the sink of reserve linked to structural
volume, mostly due to turnover of structure and
behavior.

Mainte-
nance

Surface-specific
somatic
maintenance

{pT} J/d.cm2 Controls the sink of reserve linked to structural
surface area.

Mainte-
nance

Maturity
maintenance rate
coefficient

k J 1/d Controls the sink of reserve linked to maturity.
Develop-
ment

Specific cost for
structure

[EG] J/cm3 The reserve energy that is required to synthetise a
unit volume of structure.

Growth

Maturity at birth Eb
H J

Controls the timing of and the size at birth, i.e. the
moment assimilation is switched on.

Life cycle
transi-
tions

Maturity at
puberty E

p
H J

Controls the timing of and the size at puberty, i.e.
the moment at which investment into maturation
is redirected to reproduction.

Life cycle
transi-
tions

Weibull aging
acceleration

ha 1/d2 Controls the mean life span in a way that hardly
depends on food density.

Ageing

Gompertz stress
coefficient

sG -
Controls the mean life span, but in ways that
depend on food density.

Ageing
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Table 3.3: The list of standard DEB model auxiliary parameters, with symbols, units, and summarized
descriptions. More details are available in Lika et al. [126].

Auxiliary
parameters

Sym-
bol Unit Description

Reference
temperature

Tre f K
The temperature for which the rates and times are given;
Tre f = 293K

Arrhenius
temperature

TA K Controls the effect of temperature on rates.

Shape coefficient
δM,
δSCL,
δCCL

-

Convertes physical to volumetric structural length. The
general notation (δM) has been replaced with a more
specific one (δSCL or δCCL) that contains information on the
type of measurement (straight or curved carapace length)

Specific densities dV , dE,
dX , dP

g/cm3 Convert volume to mass for each organic compound
(structure V, reserve E, food X, faeces P).

Chemical
potentials

µV , µE,
µX , µP

J/mol
Convert moles to energy for organic compounds V, E, X,
and P.

Chemical indices ηV , ηE,
ηX , ηP

#/C
Relate the frequency of chemical elements (C, H, O, and
N) to C for organic compounds V, E, X, and P.

Molecular weights wV , wE,
wX , wP

g/mol

The molecular weight of each compound is obtained by
multiplying the chemical indices with the atomic mass of
each element (C=12g/mol,H=1 g/mol, O=16 g/mol,
N=14 g/mol ).

After estimating the parameter values and obtaining the model predictions, the differ-
ences between the data and the model predictions were calculated. The relative error,
RE, was calculated by dividing the absolute value of the difference between the value of
the data point, data, and the value estimated by the model, prdData, by the value of the
data point: RE=|data-prdData|/data. For data sets with more than one data point (uni-
variate data), the relative error was calculated as the sum of relative errors of all data
points in a data set, divided by the number of datapoints in the data set. The mean
relative error of all data points and datasets (MRE) was then used to compute the FIT
value as 10 × (1 − MRE), and compare the goodness of fit to other DEB models in the
add_my_pet library [110]. The possible FIT values range from −∞ to 10 [127].

3.2.2 Data used

3.2.2.1 Zero-variate data

Zero-variate data are single data points (numbers) for various physiological observations
such as age at birth, weight at puberty, maximum reproduction rate, etc. [126], and are
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presented in Table 3.5. Data that are connected to rates, such as age at birth or puberty,
or reproduction at a certain size, are coupled with the corresponding temperature. The
temperature was assumed to be 20◦ C before puberty, and 21.8◦ C after puberty based on
the average value and suggested temperature range for loggerhead turtles [85]. Model
calculations were corrected for temperature to account for the effect of temperature [109].
All data refer to the western North Atlantic population of loggerhead turtles, and are
given for the average relative food abundance in the North Atlantic ( fNA, see description
of maximum length below).

Hatching, emergence, and birth (start of feeding) Age at hatching (ah, leaving the
egg), emergence (ae, leaving the nest), and birth (ab, starting to feed) are connected, and
often defined by the environment rather than internal (maturity) thresholds. For exam-
ple, hatching takes up to 24 hours [8], and the time from hatching to emergence (reaching
the surface of the nest) depends on the temperature, depth of the nest, compactness of
the sand above the nest etc., and on average lasts 4.1 days [70], a value used here as
well for incubation at T=30ºC. The yolk bag is absorbed and hatchlings start feeding
24-48 hours after emerging and swimming frenzy [115], or within 3 days if held at 27ºC
(Stokes, pers. comm.). The age at emergence was calculated as the average of incubation
durations from Ref. [223]: ae = 55.4 days, T=30ºC. Age at hatching was then calculated
as ah = (ae − 4.1)days, T=30ºC and age at birth as ab = (ae + 2)days, T =27ºC.

Physical length at hatching (Lh
SCL), emergence (Le

SCL), and birth (Lb
SCL) were taken as 4.5 cm SCL

(straight carapace length), the average value of length at emergence calculated from Refs.
[223, 90, 175]. Length does not significantly change from hatching to emergence [8], and
was assumed to remain constant until the onset of feeding (birth). The assumption was
justified because SCL was considered a proxy for structure (in DEB terms), and no signif-
icant changes in size of structure occurred in that period, as indicated by no significant
changes in dry mass of the yolk-free hatchling from hatching to 96 hours post emergence
[115]. As an upper limit of the range for length at birth, we can tentatively use the mean
of the first measurements taken four days after the onset of feeding, which is 5.06 cm SCL
(SD=0.3437) [223].

Wet weight at birth (Wb
w) and emergence (We

w) were assumed the same and calculated as
19.41 g (mean from values reported in Refs[223, 185]). Wet weight at hatching, Wh

w, was
calculated as Wh

w = 1.1Wb
w = 21.35 g, to account for the approximately 10% of wet mass

loss between hatching and emergence reported by some authors [8]. The calculated Wh
w

is in accordance with the mass of hatchlings and yolk at hatching reported in Ref. [1].
Wet weight at birth (precise moment when the feeding was observed) was usually not
reported, but as the upper limit the first measurements taken a few days after the onset
of feeding (in total 7 days after emergence) can be used: 25.28 g (SD=4.1895) [223]. The
water content of the tissue was assumed to be around 72% [115] and constant.
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Puberty. Puberty (the moment when an average female sea turtle becomes physiolog-
ically capable of vitallogenesis and consequently oviposition) was indirectly assumed
equivalent to the first nesting (first oviposition). As the age of wild nesting females is
generally not known, an estimated value (28 years, [219]) for age at puberty (ap) was
used. Length and weight at puberty were calculated as the means of low end values
of the size ranges reported for nesting females in Refs. [28, 54, 224, 165]: the value of
80 cm SCL was used as physical length at puberty (L

p
SCL), and the value of 79 kg as weight

at puberty (Wp
w). The puberty data was assigned small weight because of large uncer-

tainty and variability of reported values, and are discussed in more detail in the section
3.4.

Maximum lifespan and ultimate size. Maximum lifespan (am) was assumed to be 65
years based on the information about a nesting female that is at least 60 years old [78],
and a record of a wild individual living 38 years after reaching sexual maturity [215].
Since the estimated age to maturity for animals in the wild is 16-35 years (see also the
Section 3.4), even wild individuals could live to at least 50 or even 70 years of age.

The ultimate length (Li
SCL) is the length most individuals reach by the end of their life

cycle under given conditions. A value of 105.89 cm SCL was used, calculated as the mean
of the largest nesting females reported in Refs. [28, 54, 224, 165].

The maximum length (Lm
SCL) denotes the biologically determined length that individuals

can reach under ideal conditions, i.e. when f = 1. It is a species-specific biological trait
that does not depend on the environment. A value of 130 cm SCL was used, reported
as the largest nesting female in South Carolina [65]. The ratio of the ultimate and the
maximum length can serve as a proxy for the relative food abundance in the environment
where the ultimate length is reached, so fNA = Lm/Li = 0.814 was calculated.

The ultimate weight (W i
w) of 162.62 kg was used, calculated as the mean of largest values

reported in Refs. [54, 165]. Reported range for North Atlantic nesting females is 75-150 kg
[165].

Reproduction. The maximum reproduction rate (Ri) was expressed as eggs per day
(the standard DEB model assumes a continuous reproduction) using the number of eggs
per clutch (assumed to be 140 on average, [232, 204]), the number of clutches per nesting
season [237, 81], and the number of nesting seasons per year (an inverse of the remi-
gration interval, [81]): two combinations (4 clutches every 2 years, and 5 clutches every
2.5 years) yielded the same value of the maximum reproduction rate. The maximum
reproduction rate was then calculated as Ri = 4 × 140/(2.5 × 365) = 0.7671.

Initial energy content of an egg (E0) was assumed to be 210 kJ based on the assumption
that the volume-specific energy content of the loggerhead eggs is the same as that of
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the green turtle eggs [88]. The eggs of North Atlantic loggerhead turtles on average
have a diameter of 42.53 mm [232], so the energy content should be between 165 kJ
calculated for the 38.2 mm diameter loggerhead turtle eggs [88], and 259.7 kJ measured
for the 44.4 mm diameter green turtle eggs [10]. The green turtle eggs could have more
yolk compared to the loggerhead eggs of the similar size [1], so a conservative value
of 210 kJ was used. This data point was given high weight for the covariation method
of the parameter estimation because energy was measured directly, and obtaining the
correct order of magnitude for E0 greatly improved the realism of the prediction for the
maximum reproduction rate (Ri).

3.2.2.2 Uni-variate data

Observations that consist of a list of one or more pairs of numbers, where one member
of each pair represents an independent variable (e.g. time) and the other a dependent
variable (such as length or weight) are referred to as uni-variate data [126]. Several
types of data-pairs were used, with each type of data contributing a different type of
information for the parameter estimation [126]. Each data set is decried, and the number
of data pairs are indicated.

• Age at emergence vs incubation temperature (Tae): one data set, N=61. Tempera-
ture was recorded during the incubation in natural nests,and was reported together
with the incubation duration (which is equivalent to the age at emergence) [223] .

• Posthatchling length vs time (tLStok): three data sets with average values of length up
to 10 weeks of age, and three data sets with average values of length up to 8 weeks
of age (N = 3 × 10 + 3 × 8). Hatchlings were captive reared for 8 to 10 weeks at
27±2ºC. Food was provided daily as 20% of body mass during the first two weeks,
and as 8% of body mass for the remainder of the experiment ; Experiment setup
and explanation of data sets were published in Stokes et al. [223], and data sets
were obtained directly from L. Stokes. For the purpose of parameter estimation,
temperature and food were assumed constant with T=27ºC, and scaled functional
response f = 0.99.

• Posthatchling weight vs time (tWStok): three data sets with average values of wet
weight up to 10 weeks of age, and three data sets with average values of wet weight
up to 8 weeks of age (N = 3 × 10 + 3 × 8). Wet weight data was collected simulta-
neously with length data, so same temperature and food conditions were assumed
for the parameter estimation.
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• Posthatchling weight vs length (LWStok): three data sets with 10 pairs of length-wet
weight measurements, and three data sets with 8 pairs of length-wet weight mea-
surements (N = 3 × 10 + 3 × 8). The fact that the weight and length measurements
were taken simultaneously allowed for the construction of weight - length data
pairs, using the average weight and the average length from the two previously
described data sets. Temperature does not play a role in this data set, and f = 0.99
was used as the scaled food availability.

• Juvenile length vs time (tLPark1926 and tLHildHats1927): two data sets, one with two length
at age measurements (from Ref. [174]) and the other with three length at age
measurements (from Ref. [90]), (N=2+3). The sets contain data on captive reared
juveniles held in semi-natural conditions. Precise values for temperature and food
availability were not reported, but were probably more optimal than in the wild.
For the purpose of parameter estimation, temperature and food were assumed
constant with T=23ºC for one data set [174], and T=21ºC for the other [90], while
scaled food availability was assumed to be nearly ad libitum ( f =0.99).

• Juvenile weight vs time (tWPark1926, tWPark1929, and tWHildHats1927): six data sets, each with
different number of wet weight at age measurements. Data for four individuals
had been reported in [175], with data for one of those individuals previously par-
tially reported in [174], and data for two individuals had been reported in [90]
(N=5+6+6+5+2+2). Temperature was assumed as T=23ºC for four data sets (from
Refs. [174, 175]), and as T=21ºC for two datasets ( from Ref. [90]), while scaled food
availability was again assumed to be nearly ad libitum ( f =0.99).

• Juvenile mass vs juvenile length (LWWabnPaul2008): one data set, N=369 (from Ref. [244]).
The set contains data on the individuals encountered in the wild. The scaled food
availability for the individuals in the wild had to be assumed already for the zero-
variate data ( fNA=0.81), and the same scaled food availability was used for this data
set. The temperature does not play a role in the weight to length relationship, so it
was irrelevant for this data set. ,

• Eggs per clutch vs female length (LF): one data set, N=48, (from Ref. [232]). The
set contains data from one season on females nesting in the wild. Because condi-
tions are assumed identical for all individuals in the wild, temperature and food
availability were assumed the same as for the maximum reproduction rate (Tam,
fNA).

To calculate the growth of posthatchlings and juveniles, ODEs were solved for the change
in structure, scaled reserve, and scaled maturity, and then length and weight were calcu-
lated using equations 3.1 and 3.2 (see section 3.2.1 for details).

Age at emergence (Eae) was predicted by solving the ODEs for scaled age, scaled ma-
turity and scaled length at emergence (function dget_aul integrated in the DEBtool
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package), using Ee
H as an additional maturity threshold, E0

H < Ee
H < Eb

H, and correct-
ing for the effect of temperature. Fecundity at length (EF) was calculated using the
daily reproduction rate (output of the Matlab function reprod_rate.m integrated in the
DEBtool package) and then correcting for the length of the remigration interval, number
of clutches per season, and average number of eggs per clutch.

3.2.2.3 Pseudo-data

The final result of the covariation method (i.e. the parameter estimates) does not depend
on the initial values of the parameters. However, several initial parameter values (that
serve as "prior knowledge” in the covariation procedure) do influence the parameter
estimations. Therefore, they are conceptually treated as data, and are hence referred to
as ’pseudo-data’ [126]. Most often, the parameter set for a generalized animal [126, 109]
is used, and all pseudo-data are given low weight, so they do not play a significant role
in the parameter estimation if sufficient real (zero- or uni-variate) data are available [126,
127]. In addition to data for specific densities, chemical potentials, chemical indices, and
molecular weights (values from [109]), values for the generalized animal were used for
energy conductance (v = 0.02 cm/d), allocation fraction to soma (κ = 0.8), reproduction
efficiency (κR = 0.95), volume-specific somatic maintenance ([pM] = 18 J/d.cm3), surface-
specific somatic maintenance ({pT} = 0 J/cm2), maturity maintenance rate coefficient
(k J = 0.002 1/d), and growth efficiency (κG = 0.8) [126].

3.3 Results

The parameter set (presented in Table 3.4) was realistic when compared to the parameter
values of other sea turtles in the "Add my pet" data library [110] , and the overall fit
of the model was extremely good (mean relative error, MRE = 0.1776, producing a FIT
value of 8.22). The mean relative error of the zero-variate data was 0.1956, with the best
model estimate for energy content of an egg (relative error, RE(E0) = 0.0017), and the
worst model estimate for the wet weight at hatching (RE(Wh

w) = 0.5773) (Table 3.5). The
mean relative error of the uni-variate data was 0.1689, with the best model predictions
for the length at age for one dataset obtained from L. Stokes (RE(tLStokes) = 0.0280),
and the worst model predictions for wet weight as the function of age for one of the
individuals reported in Ref. [175] (RE(tWPark1929) = 0.4944). The relative errors were
similar between uni-variate and zero-variate data sets: two (14.29%) zero-variate data
had a relative error larger than 0.3, whereas this was the case for five (17.24%) of uni-
variate datasets. Uni-variate data contains many more data points, so a larger relative
error was expected. Also, many uni-variate data sets were reported for individuals,
which means that the fit could be improved by estimating parameters for each data set
independently (DEB models are individual-based), but also that a single parameter set
cannot reproduce the interindividual variability.
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3.3.1 The model parameters

All parameter values were realistic, and are discussed further in section 3.4.1.

The Arrhenius temperature (TA) was calculated as the slope of the relationship between
the inverse incubation temperature (in Kelvin) and the natural logarithm of incubation
duration (in days), using the published data on incubation and temperature for the North
Atlantic, the Mediterranean, and the Australian population (Data sources: [223], [187],
and [258], respectively). The latter two datasets, even though they were smaller, were
reported for a controlled environment with constant incubation temperature, and data
from the North Atlantic were obtained from incubation in natural nests with fluctuating
temperature. The curve fitted on all datasets described the relationship extremely well,
and suggested an Arrhenius temperature value of 7000 K (see Figure 3.3). The value is
within the range of values reported for other reptiles in the "Add my pet" data library
(6 000-10 000 K, mostly between 7 000 and 8 000 K), and similar to values for the other
two sea turtle species (Table 3.4).

Figure 3.3: Data and corresponding relationships between inverse of the incubation temperature and
the logarithm of incubation duration. The model slopes, i.e. the Arrhenius temperatures obtained this
way are: North Atlantic (NA): 6929 K; Mediterranean (Med): 7358 K; Australian (Au): 7255 K. Fitting the
relationship on all data yields a value of 6941 K (95% confidence intervals: 6298, 7584), R2 = 0.8555, RMSE:
0.0399. When the slope was fixed at -7000, the goodness of fit did not deteriorate (R2 = 0.85554, RMSE:

0.03965). Data sources: NA: [223]; Med: [187]; Au: [258].
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The set of parameters that produced the best fit to zero-variate and uni-variate data is
presented in Table 3.4. Some of the parameters (κR, κG, k J , {pT}, and chemical indices
and densities) included as pseudo-data were not estimated with the covariation method,
mostly because the information available was not sufficient to estimate them reliably,
and also because when estimated, they show little variation across different taxa [127].

Table 3.4: List of primary and auxiliary parameters for the North Atlantic loggerhead turtle (Caretta
caretta). Parameters that where estimated using the covariation method Lika et al. [126] are indicated by
’1’ in the third column. The additional shape parameter δCL was used for the data where the length
measurement type had not been specified (in Refs. [174, 90]). Parameter values for two other sea turtles
in the "Add my pet" library are given for comparison: Kemp’s ridley (Lepidochelys kempii) [179], and
leatherback turtle (Dermochelys coriacea) [105]. Typical values for a generalized animal with maximum

length Lm = zL
re f
m (for a dimensionless zoom factor z and L

re f
m = 1 cm), were taken from Refs. [126,

109], Table 8.1, p300. All rates are given for the reference temperature K. For parameter descriptions see
Tables 3.2 and 3.3.

Parameter Est. C. caretta L. kempii D. coriacea Typical value Unit

z 1 44.32 25.02 51.57 Lm/L
re f
m -

{Fm} 0 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 l/d.cm2

κX 0 0.8 0.8 0.206503 0.8 -
κP

X 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 -
v 1 0.07084 0.0424059 0.0865079 0.02 cm/d
κ 1 0.6481 0.692924 0.916651 0.8 -
κR 0 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 -
[pM] 1 13.25 20.1739 21.178 18 J/d.cm3

k J 0 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 1/d
[EG] 0 7847 7840.77 7843.18 2800dV J/cm3

Eh
H 1 3.809e+004 - - - J

Eb
H 1 3.809e+004 1.324e+04 7.550e+03 0.275 z3 J

E
p
H 1 8.73e+007 3.6476e+07 8.2515e+07 166 z3 J

ha 1 1.85e-010 1.42057e-09 1.93879e-09 10−6z 1/d2

sG 0 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.01 -
Tre f 0 293.15 293.15 293.15 293.15 K
TA 0 7000a 8000 8000 8000 K
δSCL 1 0.3744 0.3629 0.3397 >0 -
δCL 1 0.3085 -
dV = dE 0 0.28b 0.3 0.3 0.3 -
{pAm} J/d.cm2 0 906.1b 728.426 1191.41 22.5 z

a Estimated independently by data fitting, see Figure 3.3 b Value from Kraemer and Bennett [115].
c Primary parameter not directly estimated; calculated as {pAm} = z[pM]/κ

The surface area maintenance ({pT}) is mostly connected to heating costs, so for ec-
totherms like the loggerhead turtle it is assumed to be zero. The value from the general-
ized animal was used for the assimilation efficiency (κX = 0.8), because the assimilation
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efficiency of 0.8 has been reported for other reptiles [182], and should be fairly constant
in nature [127].

3.3.2 Zero-variate data

The model predictions for data describing life history traits such as age and length at
hatching, length at maturity etc, are presented in Table 3.5. The model predictions are
realistic, but some differences exist when compared to data used as input (columns two
and three of Table 3.5), especially regarding age at puberty. The model suggests that the
loggerhead turtles start allocating energy to reproduction approximately a decade sooner
than is currently thought, and probably several years prior than nesting is observed.
The predictions fall within the range of observed values, and/or the discrepancies can
be explained in ways consistent with the model. This will be discussed further in the
Section 3.4.2.

The mean relative error of the zero-variate data was 0.1956.

Table 3.5: Comparison between observations and model predictions, at the temperature that had been
used for the corresponding zero-variate data (for details see the Section 3.2.2.1), and the assumed scaled

functional response f = 0.81.

Data Predicted Observed
Relative
error

Observed,
range

Unit Reference

age at hatch 48.62 51.30 0.0522 45.8-55.8 d [223, 70]

age at birth 52.51 57.40 0.0853
2-3 d af-
ter emer-
gence

d §

age at puberty 14.17 28.00 0.4939 19-30+ yr [219, 25, 173]
life span 66.69 67.00 0.0046 65+ yr [215, 78]
SCL at hatching 5.56 4.50 0.2360 3.9-5.01 cm §,[185]
SCL at birth 5.56 4.50 0.2357 3.9-5.06 cm §,[90, 175]

SCL at puberty 76.75 80.00 0.0406 76.8-84 cm
[28, 54, 224,
165, 232]

ultimate SCL 96.35 105.26 0.0846 98-110 cm
[28, 54, 224,
165, 232]

wet weight at hatching 9.02 21.35 0.5773 14-24 g [1]
wet weight at birth 23.62 19.41 0.2171 14-24 g [223, 185]
wet weight at puberty 62.08 79.00 0.2142 75-89.7 kg [54, 165]

ultimate wet weight 122.82 162.62 0.2447
148.9-
180.7

kg [54, 165]

initial energy content of
the egg

209.64 210.00 0.0017 165-260 kJ [88]

maximum reprod rate 0.8556 0.7671 0.1153
0.3452-
0.8630

eggs/d [151, 204, 81]

§ unpubl.data obtained from L. Stokes
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3.3.3 Uni-variate data

The model described the uni-variate data well (Figures 3.5 to 3.7), with mean relative
error for all uni-variate datasets 0.1689, and mean relative errors of individual datasets
from 0.0280 to 0.4944.

The fit of the model to data for the age at emergence with respect to incubation temper-
ature (Figure 3.4) was relatively good, suggesting that the temperature can explain most
of the variation in the incubation duration. The underprediction for the age at hatching
(and birth) could imply additional metabolic processes or abiotic factors not accounted
for by the model.

The fit of the model predictions to data for post-hatchling growth was satisfactory when
the predicted length at birth was used as a starting point (Figure 3.5, full line in panels
a and b). However, when the observed length at birth was used, the predicted growth
curves were consistently lower than the data (gray dashed line, Figure 3.5, panels a and
b). For the relationship of posthatchling wet weight to length (Figure 3.5, panel c), the
mean relative error was 0.0829 , with the underpredicted weight up to approximately
6.5 cm SCL.

The model fitted very well to the weight-to-length data of juveniles and adults from the
wild (Figure 3.6, panel c) (relative error of the dataset 0.2026), and reasonably well to
growth data of captive reared juveniles (Figure 3.6, panels a,b) (relative errors of the
datasets ranging from 0.0413 to 0.4944).

The reproduction to length relationship was described reasonably well by the model
(relative error of 0.2106, Figure 3.7), but the trend of the model slope did not correspond
to the trend evident from the data. The reproduction was underpredicted for smaller
sizes, and overpredicted for larger sizes, suggesting a clutch size as small as 20 eggs for
small lengths, and larger than 150 eggs for large lengths.

Figure 3.4: Model predictions for incubation duration as a function of incubation temperature. Data
source: [223]
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Figure 3.5: Model predictions for posthatchlings up to 10 weeks old. (a) carapace length in relation
to age, (b) mass in relation to time, and (c) mass in relation to length. Data source: unpublished data
obtained from L. Stokes. The gray dashed line in panels (a) and (b) are the model predictions when 4.5cm

SCL instead of predicted Lb is used as the initial length for the model predictions.
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Figure 3.6: Model predictions for uni-variate data concerning juveniles and adults. (a) Carapace length
in relation to age. Data from: Parker [174] (triangles), and Hildebrand and Hatsel [90] (squares). (b) Mass
in relation to age. Data from: Parker [174] (triangles), Parker [175] (circles), and Hildebrand and Hatsel
[90] (squares). (c) Mass in relation to straight carapace length (SCL). Data from Wabnitz and Pauly [244].
Data containing individual growth rates (panels a and b) show large variability within a relatively short
time span, while data for the length to weight relationship show small variability over the whole size range

(panel c).

Figure 3.7: Model predictions for number of eggs per clutch as a function of the straight carapace length
(SCL). The predictions are smaller than observed for small SCL, and larger than observed for large SCL,

suggesting that there is a optimal clutch size. Data from Tiwari and Bjorndal [232].
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3.4 Discussion

This study took into consideration the current knowledge about the biology of the log-
gerhead turtle, Caretta caretta, with a particular focus on the life-history traits, and the
effects of environmental characteristics on the life cycle of the loggerhead turtle. The
needed data were extracted from the available literature, some of it published as early as
1926 [174]. To reduce variance introduced by different measurement techniques, length
data expressed as straight carapace length (SCL) were preferred. The measurement ex-
hibits less variability than curved carapace length, and is therefore recommended [212].
Wet weight (Ww) was used for consistency, even though using dry weight would have
been more accurate, and would have negated the effects of weight decrease due to de-
hydration [1] or weight increase due to drinking of sea water [8]. Even though some
dry weight data exist for hatchlings (e.g. [115]), mostly wet weight is reported for log-
gerhead turtles. The completeness of data of 3 (on a scale of 1-10 presented in Table 1 in
[126, 127]) is comparable to other entries in the add-my-pet library, where most entries
having the completeness of 2.5-3. Goodness of fit is also satisfactory considering the
variety of data sources and data types (mean relative error of 0.1776), especially if we
take into account the fact that the predicted values for zero-variate data fall within the
observed range of values (Table 3.5), and predictions for uni-variate data are biologically
plausible (Figures 3.4 to 3.7). The score of the goodness of fit is also influenced by the
choice of data, and possibly differently chosen data would yield a higher goodness of
fit, but at the price of consistency. FIT value of 8.22 (on a scale from −∞ to 10) is also a
somewhat typical value and within the range of 8-8.5 expected for “Add my pet” entries
[127]. In the next sections, I will discuss the parameter values, choice of data, and the
model predictions in the context of observations.

3.4.1 The model parameters

The parameter values are realistic because they produce a good fit and fall within ranges
of DEB parameters for other sea turtles listed in the "Add my pet" data library [110].
When compared to the values of parameters estimated for two other sea turtle species,
Kemp’s ridley (Lepidochelys kempii, [179]) and the leatherback turtle (Dermochelys coriacea,
[105]), values for the loggerhead turtle mostly fall in between. This especially makes
sense for the parameters that are related to size (z, Eb

H, E
p
H, ha, and the compound param-

eter {pAm}), because the loggerhead turtle is larger than Kemp’s ridley, and smaller than
the leatherback turtle [219]. The estimated value [pM] of around 13 J/d.cm3 is smaller
than that estimated for the other two sea turtle species (around 20 and 21 J/d.cm3), and
that used for the generalized animal (18 J/d.cm3), but this difference is small compared
to the range of values found in the "Add my pet" library.
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The maturity parameters (Eb
H, E

p
H) are specific to DEB theory. They allow that age and

size at birth and puberty are food-dependent, but the maturation levels are not. How-
ever, there are not many comparable parameter values in the literature available for sea
turtles. The value for Eb

H can be inferred indirectly, as it in fact represents the amount
of energy (estimated as 37 kJ) that has been invested into maturation before birth. The
total energy of the hatchling and the yolk sac was calculated to be around 140 kJ at
hatching, and 125 kJ at birth (using values in [115]). The total energy available at the
beginning of the embryonic development (i.e. energy of an egg) was assumed to be
around 210 kJ (between 165 and 260 kJ, [88]), suggesting that somewhere between 70 and
85 kJ are used during the embryonic development for costs of maturation, maintenance,
overheads of growth etc, an approximation consistent with the measured respirometry
value (62 kJ, [187]). A proportion of around 43% was used for maturation, while the rest
was distributed between maintenance and growth overheads seems realistic (see also
Figure 3.8). Because both maturity parameters scale with size in the same way, one can
assume that maturity at puberty is predicted well, too.

Figure 3.8: Cumulative energy investment observed at the moment of birth, plotted for two food avail-
abilities resulting in different scaled functional responses (eb = f = 1, and eb = f = 0.81), the second one
being the food availability assumed for the North Atlantic. In the environment with high food availability
( f = 1), the hatchling still has approximately half of his reserves available at the moment of birth. When
the food availability is assumed lower, more than half of the reserves have been used for the processes of
growth, maturation, and other processes. This has important implications for, e.g. predicting the period a

hatchling can survive before it reaches the feeding grounds.

Obtaining the parameter values allowed us to predict many features of the energetics
quantitatively, and study the implied properties which were never measured directly.
As an example, I plotted the cumulative energy investment during the embryonic devel-
opment, i.e. the cumulative energy invested into growth and maturation, or dissipated
as maintenance and overheads of growth, when observed at the moment of birth (Fig-
ure 3.8). Another example is a visualization for the energy allocation at birth, puberty,
and ultimate size (fully-grown adult), see Figure 3.9. A visualization of the fluxes at three
life stages provides insight into the changes in allocation throughout the ontogeny of the
loggerhead turtle, and provides a powerful tool for exploring additional properties. For
example, most of the energy budget at birth is allocated towards the processes of growth
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and maturation, whereas the processes of (somatic and maturity) maintenance add up to
be over three quarters of the daily energy budget of the fully grown individual. The ma-
turity maintenance, an energy flux allocated towards maintaining (among other things)
the immune system [109], is an energy sink for almost one quarter of the mobilized en-
ergy of a fully grown adult (Figure 3.9). The process of maintaining maturity is therefore
an important part of the whole energy budget, yet it is rarely discussed outside of DEB
literature.

.

Figure 3.9: A visualization of the energy budget at birth, puberty, and ultimate size: pG - growth flux,
pR - maturation/reproduction flux, pM - somatic maintenance, and pJ - maturity maintenance (marked
with F4, F6/F7, F3 and F5, respectively, in Table 3.1), as fractions of the mobilization flux (marked with F2
in Table 3.1). Fluxes are calculated using the estimated parameter values for the individuals of the North

Atlantic (see Table 3.4) at the scaled functional response of f = 0.81.

3.4.2 Zero-variate data

Hatching, emergence, and birth. Age at hatching, emergence, and birth were mod-
eled as a function of temperature and food availability experienced by the mother, and
were underpredicted by the model by 3 to 5 days (5-9%). Factors that were found to
influence the duration and success of the incubation include the grain size, humidity,
and compactness of the sand, salinity of the water around the nest, the number of eggs
in the clutch, and gas exchange of the eggs [70, 151, 176, 257, 1]. Values predicted by
the model fall within the observed range for all traits except for wet weight at hatch-
ing, which is considerably underpredicted (Table 3.5). The standard model was not able
to reproduce the observed wet weight decrease between hatching and emergence, and
emergence and onset of feeding [8, 1]. The decrease in wet weight might be a conse-
quence of the water loss due to evaporation during emergence, and/or due to higher
salinity of the sea water compared to the amniotic fluid. This could result in a slight
tissue density reduction, without reduction of structural (dry) mass [115], and could be
reversed by direct water intake [8]. Another important fact that needs to be kept in mind
is that 50% of the external yolk sac is utilized during the period between the hatching
and birth (96 hours post-emergence), with no significant difference in the dry mass of
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hatchlings (measured without the yolk) during the same period [115]. In the model, the
average 72% water content [115], or tissue density of dV = 0.28 was used. However, the
relative water content of the yolk is much lower (45%, [115]). The yolk sac is considered
reserve, i.e. part of the individual [109], and is therefore included in the prediction of the
wet mass at hatching. The external yolk sac can weigh 2-4 g at the moment of hatching
[115, 1], and with such high density of around 0.5 its contribution to weight is greater
than the model predicted while assuming the average density of 0.28.

Generally, smaller observed length at hatching, emergence, and birth than the model
predicts, in combination with larger wet mass at hatching but smaller wet mass at birth
than predicted, could be explained by the DEB parameters not being constant through-
out the life of the loggerhead turtle, differing between the embryonic and post-embryonic
phases. It is possible that the metabolic heating present in the last third of the embryonic
development [124, 98, 156, 262] speeds up the processes of growth and maturation (“T-
acceleration”, see [113]), effectively resulting in earlier hatching/birth, and smaller size
than the model predicts, with the previously mentioned environmental factors such as
decreased respiratory gas exchange prolonging the incubation [1]. If the embryo devel-
opment is the focus of a study, an extension of the standard model should be made. The
extension should include the additional environmental factors, as well as changes in the
tissue density during the embryonic development, possibly by characterizing the yolk as
an additional (reserve) state variable.

Puberty. The model predicts that the loggerhead turtles reach puberty at around 14
years of age, with a size of 76 cm SCL and a weight of 62 kg. If length at puberty is
assumed around 80 cm SCL, weight should be around 67 kg [244], a value closer to the
model prediction. A loggerhead turtle has been recorded to obtain puberty at a simi-
lar weight (70 kg,[210]), but taking the average of the lowest reported values from the
literature (see the Section 3.2.2) suggested a value of 79 kg which was used as the “ob-
served data” (a value consistent with 78 kg, the weight of the other mature turtle, [210]).
On a more technical note, model predictions of physical length were determined by the
shape coefficient (δSCL) that was used to convert the predicted (abstract) structural length
to the observable (physical) carapace length. Because structural length is by necessity a
volumetric one (the cubic root of structural volume), this parameter combines the effect
of shape and the separation of the contribution of structure and the contribution of re-
serve to the total volume (and weight) of the individual. The loggerhead turtles were
assumed to be isomorphic (of constant shape), i.e. the shape coefficient was assumed to
be constant [137], but a small (4%) deviation from isomorphy has been detected [137].
The small reduction (−4%) in the shape coefficient yields predictions of physical length
at maturity of around 80 cm SCL, which is in accordance with the data used as input. In-
troducing an additional shape coefficient parameter to improve the prediction for length
at maturity, however, does not seem justified considering the previously mentioned un-
certainties regarding data that describe maturity, and hence 80 cm SCL and 79 kg being
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estimates rather than certain information. Furthermore, loggerhead turtles have been
reported to mature at 75 cm SCL [210], and even nest at that size [232]. Prediction for the
weight at puberty would probably be improved by taking the weight of the reproduc-
tion buffer into account. The reproduction buffer can have a substantial contribution to
weight [94], and its dynamics could be included in the DEB model (e.g. see R1 in the
Table 3.1).
While the model predictions are lower compared to the data used as “observations”
(ap=28 yr, Lp=80 cm SCL, Wwh= 79 kg), the predictions are reasonable. Two points need
to be kept in mind. First, as noted in the Section 3.2.2, age and size (length and weight)
at maturity show large variability. Second, this variability is further enhanced by the
discrepancies between age at nesting and age at puberty, and the somewhat arbitrary
choice of length that best represents length at puberty. These points can be summarized
with the following four relationships: (i) ap vs anest, (ii) ap vs Lp, (iii) Lp vs Lnest, and
(iv) SCL vs CCL.
(i) ap vs anest: As mentioned in the Section 3.1, the assumption that the age at sexual

maturity (ap) is equal to the age at first nesting (anest) is a simplification. One of the
main hurdles in elucidating ap and anest or differentiating the two is that puberty is hard
to observe, and that the age of wild loggerhead turtles is very hard to accurately obtain.
In general, ap is taken as the age when the individual has finished the morphological
and physiological changes and the reproductive system is fully developed. Maturation
is a long process starting from age zero (egg fertilization) and culminating in what is
observed as “puberty”. In an energetic sense, energy that was thus far being used for
maturation (’building up’ and preparing the reproductive system), can from this mo-
ment be used for reproduction (mating and offspring production). In the theoretical
(DEB) world, puberty is a moment which occurs when the maturity level E

p
H is reached.

In the real world, puberty in female loggerhead turtles is a period rather than a moment,
lasting for 4 years during which morphological changes in oviduct and ovary occur
[128]. Next, investment into reproduction, observed as vitallogenesis, starts, followed by
mating and ovulation. Vitallogenesis requires up to 12 months for completion, and is
triggered by the right combination of endogenous (fat levels, hormones) and exogenous
(photo period etc) factors [18, 151]. The first vitallogenesis is observed 2-4 years after
maturation has finished (end of puberty) [128], and is not necessarily followed by ovula-
tion and nesting [128, 134]. So, for females that didn’t mate, ovulate and oviposit during
their first vitallogenesis, the first nesting (the event that many studies take equivalent
to obtaining sexual maturity) can occur after the second vitallogenesis cycle is finished,
which is on the 2nd or 3rd year after the first cycle, or even later [128]. Consequently,
these two values (ap and anest) could be as much as a decade apart [128], and the age at
puberty predicted by the model (15 years) could translate into 25 years as the age at first
nesting.
The prediction of age at puberty at 14 years is in accordance with age at sexual maturity
reported by several authors ([208, 264, 210, 48]) who characterized sexual maturity as
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a change in behavior or morphology, rather than the event of first nesting. Frazer [63]
gives an overview of several studies estimating the age at sexual maturity, i.e. the age at
which sea turtles grow to the size of sea turtles observed to reproduce, to be around 6 to
7 years based on the growth rates of captive reared loggerhead turtles.

(ii) ap vs Lp: The estimation of age at sexual maturity (ap) is sometimes obtained as age
at which loggerhead turtles grow to/reach a certain length, with the choice of length

at sexual maturity (Lp) being in fact arbitrary [264]. The prediction for age at maturity
in this case largely depends on the growth rates, and the growth model used in the
calculations [264]. Even though the estimates of some authors [148, 264] are in accordance
with the estimation obtained by the DEB model (around 14 years), Zug et al. [264] in their
discussion, point to the reported interindividual variation in growth rates that should be
taken into the account. The variation in growth rates is present in all size classes [264,
17, 181, 223], and was reported also for other species of sea turtles [16]. Consequently,
the estimated age of individual loggerhead turtles encountered at sizes corresponding
to Lp can range from 6 to 25 years [264]. Other studies combining the estimates for the
average duration of specific life stages (posthatchling, oceanic juvenile, neritic juvenile,
and adult), estimate that loggerhead turtles mature at a mean age of 30.8 (±3.2) years
[215], or that they need on average as much as 41-45 years to reach sexual maturity
[209].The variation in growth rates cannot be captured by a general growth model, or
by a single (individual based) DEB model, but could be reproduced by allowing certain
DEB parameters to be dataset-specific.

(iii) Lp vs Lnest: Even though Bjorndal et al. [16] found no significant correlation be-
tween ap and length or mass, the authors still suggest the length to be the best indicator
of sexual maturity . Since a sample of nesting turtles has a range of lengths rather than a
single “length at nesting” (Lnest), the question as to which length should be used as the
“length at maturity” (Lp) still remains. In the previously mentioned studies the authors
either used the length reported as the lower range for nesting loggerhead turtles [264],
or the average length of nesting females in the US [215, 209]. The latter choice could
be justified by the advice given by Parham and Zug [173] saying that “Selection of the
minimum size of nesting females for determining age at sexual maturity would signif-
icantly lower the age estimates derived from either growth models or average growth
rates. Minimum size, however, is biologically unjustified. Evidence continues to mount
that the turtles maturing at the smaller sizes are not the youngest maturing individuals
but some of the oldest ones.” Additionally, the assumption that is silently made is that
the length at nesting is equal to length at maturity, because most studies suggest that
the growth after maturity is negligible. However, looking at the size range of nesting
turtles, e.g. 80.5 - 107.0 cm SCL in Cumberland Island [224], or 70-109 cm reported in
Ref. [151], it is evident that sea turtles do grow after becoming sexually mature, some of
them substantially [16]. In other words, using the average size of nesting females might
produce significantly higher estimates of ap.
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(iv) SCL vs CCL: As mentioned already, the measurements of straight carapace length

(SCL) are recommended because they have shown less variability than that of curved

carapace length (CCL) [212]. However, in some cases the measurements of CCL are more
appropriate (e.g. for carcases, [264]), are preferred by the authors (e.g. authors studying
the Mediterranean loggerhead turtles), or describe individuals that had been measured
years or decades ago and therefore cannot be re-measured. This is why conversion
formulae for SCL-CCL relationships are useful, but need to be used appropriately [137].

Ultimate size. The ultimate size is slightly underpredicted by the model (92.42 cm SCL
and 105.38 kg, compared to 105.26 cm SCL and 162.62 kg used as zero-variate data), but
very close to the observed average length of nesting females (92.4 cm SCL, calculated
from values in Refs. [224, 54, 27]) and the average weight of adults (116.4 kg, [54]). The
predictions of weight do not include the mass of the reproduction buffer, because in the
basic model the reproduction was assumed to be continuous. Weight of nesting females
can vary with respect to the nesting season [89] as they do not eat while nesting [49].
The cumulative (annual) wet mass of clutches produced by a 100 kg heavy sea turtle can
be as much as 10 kg [94], possibly accounting for a large portion of variability of wet
weight. Assuming that both the life span and the scaled food availability were realistic,
the underpredicted maximum size could be a consequence of a more complex life cycle
than the standard model was capable of reproducing. It is possible that the ontogenetic
shift to neritic habitats is not just connected to a different type and quality of food (which
could be included as a change in the value of f ), but also to metabolic changes of the
individual. One of the consequences of such metabolic changes could be the change in
growth pattern, resulting in the hypothesized polyphasic growth [40, 38]. Extending the
standard DEB model, for example by incorporating an additional metabolic switch (and
a maturity threshold) connected to the recruitment to neritic habitats, could result in a
different growth rate and a different ultimate length.

Three main factors that affect the model predictions for the ultimate length are (i) the
shape coefficient, (ii) the maximum age, and (iii) the scaled food availability.

(i) The value of the shape coefficient could be corrected by 4% to account for slight
deviations from isomorphy 137, however this does not substantially change the predicted
value, corroborating the assumption of a constant shape coefficient.

(ii) The age of large loggerhead turtles could be substantially larger than the assumed
maximum life span of 65 years, but this is not likely. Considering the threats and pres-
sures all sea turtles are facing, the number of turtles older than 65 years is likely to be
low, and the contribution of the age underestimate to the size underestimate is likely to
be limited.

(iii) The scaled food availability of the adults might be higher than the average of f = 0.8
assumed in the model, which would allow the individuals to grow to a larger size. Be-
cause of maternal effect it would imply that the hatchlings have a larger scaled energy
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density at birth, resulting in weight larger than 22 g for the predicted Lb
SCL > 5 cm. How-

ever, assuming a higher scaled functional response of adults would have consequences on
other life history traits: for example at the ad libitum food availability ( f = 1) the repro-
duction would be twice that observed. To obtain a realistic reproduction output without
changing the values of other parameters, the allocation to reproduction would need to
decrease. Allocation to reproduction is directly connected to the allocation to maturation
(via the (1 − κ) part of the mobilization flux, see Figure 3.1), implying that the metabolic
switches (birth and puberty) would happen at a later age and an even larger size, which
is not consistent with the observations for birth, and hard to unequivocally determine
for puberty.

Assuming that both the life span and the average scaled food availability were realistic,
the underpredicted maximum size could have been a consequence of a more complex life
cycle than the current standard model was capable of reproducing. The ontogenetic shift
to neritic habitat connected to different food type and quality [177] could be included as
a change in the value of certain parameters such as f or {pAm}). It is also possible that
the individuals experience different temperatures [177], and undergo certain metabolic
changes. One of the consequences of such metabolic and/or environmental changes
could be the change in growth pattern, resulting in the hypothesized polyphasic growth
[40, 62].

Reproduction. The model slightly overpredicted the maximum reproduction rate, but
the predicted value was biologically realistic, suggesting that a fully grown adult nesting
every two years allocates enough energy to reproduction to produce 625 eggs, or between
4 and 5 clutches of approximately 140 eggs each. The maximum reproduction rate (Ri)
was expressed as eggs per day to be consistent with the standard DEB model which
assumes continuous reproduction. To calculate what would the continuous maximum
reproduction rate be, three components needed to be taken into account: the number of
eggs per clutch, the number of clutches per nesting season, and the number of nesting
seasons per year. The number of eggs per clutch was assumed to be 140 used in the model,
but lower (e.g. 126 eggs per clutch, [232, 204]) and higher (e.g. 198 eggs per clutch,
[151]) values would also be realistic. We assumed that extremely large clutch counts
reported were mostly likely outliers, and/or the yolk-less eggs had not been removed
during egg counting [151]. The number of clutches per season was assumed to be 4 [81],
but a value of 5 clutches per season had also been suggested [15, 237]. Most studies
report an average clutch size per beach or population, without distinguishing first-time
nesters from remigrants. For the calculation of the maximum reproduction rate, only
the remigrants were taken into account, and hence only the upper parts of the reported
ranges were used. The number of nesting seasons per year is an inverse of the remigration
interval, reported to be 2–3 years for the North Atlantic loggerhead turtle [81]. It was not
clear whether larger (and probably older) turtles exhibit a longer [103] or a shorter [80]
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remigration interval. Two combinations (4 clutches every 2 years, and 5 clutches every
2.5 years) yielded the same value of the maximum reproduction rate (0.7671 eggs/day)
so this value was used as input.

The reproduction output, i.e. the number of eggs produced from the energy allocated
to reproduction, is correlated to the energy content of an egg. The initial energy content
of an egg needs to be sufficient for both embryonic development (> 60 kJ, [187]), and
for the embryo itself (> 120 kJ, [115]), suggesting that the predicted value of 210 kJ is
realistic. Females of different sizes within a population lay eggs of similar sizes [248, 232],
and presumably the egg energy content does not vary even when some intrapopulation
variability in egg size is present. The intrapopulation variability in egg size has been
explained by varying amounts of albumin [248], which accounts for most of the egg
volume ([52] in Ref. [125]), and has not been significantly correlated to the hatchling size
but rather to the amount of water the egg can osmotically absorb [248].

3.4.3 Uni-variate data

Data which measured both the turtles, and their environmental conditions (water tem-
perature and food availability) was scarce. As a consequence, detailed information about
loggerhead turtle growth is limited to the first 10 weeks of the sea turtle’s long life cy-
cle (captive reared loggerheads). Even this short period was sufficient, in combination
with the data of life-history traits, to see whether the standard DEB model can capture
the patterns in the post-embryonic development and growth. Due to the large num-
ber of available measurements for the same age, the data also provides a glimpse of
the inter-individual variability of growth rates present even under controlled conditions
(Figure 3.5, panels a and b). The data for juveniles (from Refs. [90, 174, 175]) was also
included, because the age of the individuals was known, while the food availability and
water temperature, even though unknown, were probably adapted to fit the needs of the
animals and can be considered optimal.

Age at emergence as a function of temperature. The model described the relationship
of the age at emergence and the incubation temperature qualitatively well (the slope
of the predicted linear relationship was correct). Quantitatively, age at emergence was
slightly underpredicted. Age at emergence in the DEB model is a result of several factors:
the maturity thresholds for hatching and birth, the mobilization and the maturation rates
(see Table 3.1), and various constraints set by the model that ensure the parameter values
are consistent and do not violate the model assumptions. As already mentioned, the
duration of incubation (and emergence) is also influenced by factors such as humidity
and grain size of the substrate, which were not accounted for in the model, and might
explain some of the variation. The average time from hatching to emergence (4.1 days,
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[70]) was initially considered a constant, assuming it was not a function of temperature,
but rather other intrinsic or extrinsic factors such as sand humidity and grain size, nest
depth, duration of the day etc. However, including the temperature correction for that
phase of the emergence period improved the trend line and described the data better
(in terms of the slope) compared to the non-corrected prediction. The authors Godfrey
and Mrosovsky [70] calculated the average hatching to emergence time by calculating the
difference between the incubation duration in the laboratory (oviposition to hatching),
and the incubation duration in the naturally incubated nests (oviposition to emergence).
This was done for each incubation temperature (approximated via the produced sex-
ratio of the clutch), and the values were then averaged, however it is unclear whether
the hatching to emergence time was tested for correlation to temperature. The better
fit of the temperature-corrected model suggests that the duration of the period from
hatching to emergence is also determined by the physiological processes that need to take
place before emergence, the rates of which are affected by temperature. The significant
utilization of the yolk sac during this period [115] is probably connected to the required
processes of preparations for emergence.

Growth of posthatchlings. The model predicted the growth of posthatchlings reason-
ably well, but when the (lower than predicted) observed length at birth was used as a
curve starting point, the plotted curves were consistently lower than data. The food was
modeled as constant and ad libitum throughout the simulation, assuming the decrease in
food availability from 20% to 8% body weight per day [223] did not have a substantial
effect at such a high food level. Initial optimal conditions (head starting) were correlated
to the higher growth rates in later life-stages for other reptiles [132], suggesting that
any change in food availability experienced early in life could have an effect on growth
rates. It is not certain whether the reported change in food availability would result in
a significant change of the scaled functional response ( f ), because the relationship is hy-
perbolic and at high food availability ( f > 0.9) a relatively large change in absolute food
abundance shows up as only a minor change in the functional response [109]. When the
food availability (value of the parameter fLab) was estimated by the covariation method
with the other parameters, the estimated value was only slightly higher (1.043) than the
initially assumed value of 1 (a value higher than 1 is possible here, as the parameter f

includes food abundance and quality). Changing just the value of f did not reproduce
the growth pattern, suggesting that the observed high growth rate was a result of fac-
tors other than food and temperature. Calculating the growth rate involved parameters
related to physiology and the energy budget, which made it possible to explore other
factors.The specific growth rate (r) of structural length (D2 in Table 3.1, eq. 3.1), and con-
sequently wet weight (eq. 3.2), was calculated using the equation 3.3. Two parameters
of interest in the equation 3.3 are the energy conductance (v), which is a core (primary)
parameter, and the energy investment ratio (g), which can be written as:
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g =
[EG]

κ[Em]
=

[EG]v

κ{pAm}
=

[EG]v

z[pM]
. (3.4)

A change in the values of the parameters v and/or g would change the observed growth
rate, because they both affect the specific growth rate (r), and directly or indirectly affect
the processes of reserve mobilization, and growth (fluxes F2 and F4 in Table 3.1). The
parameter g is a compound parameter, so a change in its value has at a first glance
more possible sources. The volume-specific cost of structure, [EG], is generally assumed
constant throughout the life cycle because the strong homeostasis is assumed to always
hold [109]. The parameter kappa (κ), in order to yield values consistent with other model
predictions and assumptions, would need to drastically change just after birth from a
value of 0.648 to a value above 0.8 in order to maximize growth at cost of development
and maturation, and then gradually return to the ’standard’ adult value within next
couple of weeks. The parameter κ was shown to be constant throughout life for most
species [109], so drastic changes do not seem plausible. Changes in the volume-specific
somatic maintenance ([pM]) were, however, observed in other species [113, 106].

Changes in parameters [pM] and v would be intuitive: the sea currents that posthatch-
lings need to swim against would show up as an increase in [pM], and an increase in v

would be required to mobilize the reserves and provide enough energy for all processes.
Since the data for the posthatchlings were obtained from the laboratory setting, the pos-
sible increase in [pM] might have been caused by the flow-through system in the holding
tanks, or it is possible that the shift in parameter values is intrinsically triggered, and oc-
curs regardless of the environmental conditions. The increase in the value of parameter
[pM], resulting in faster growth at a higher energetic cost, was recorded in various other
species and named the “waste to hurry” strategy [106]. It is very likely that the objective
of small posthatchling loggerhead turtles is to maximize growth in order to lower the
risk of being eaten by predators [202], and that faster growth is achieved via the waste
to hurry mechanism. This is corroborated by the metabolic rates of posthatchling log-
gerhead and other sea turtles being higher than metabolic rates of larger juveniles (see
[247] for an overview of metabolic rates of sea turtles). When parameters [pM] and v

change proportionally, then the maximum reserve density ([EM] = {pAm}/v) is main-
tained, however it is possible that the change in parameter values is such that the [Em] of
post-hatchlings is different compared to that of the adults. This would probably improve
the fit of the weight-to-length relationship for the post-hatchlings as it is determined
by the ratio of the shape coefficient (δSCL, assumed constant, [137]) and the maximum
reserve density. Nesting females are capable of prolonged periods of fasting combined
with nesting - a very demanding behavior in terms of energy expenditure [89, 49], and
it would be interesting to see the relation of [Em] in adults and post-hatchlings.

The hypothesized change in parameter values is measured in days, and probably can
be considered negligible when the general life cycle of loggerhead turtles is studied.
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When a species needs more than a decade to obtain sexual maturity, and lives almost
as long as a human, 10-15 days seem insignificant. However, this could have significant
consequences on a life cycle of the loggerhead turtle [106], and the implications should
be studied further. The increased growth rate and a different fasting ability compared to
adults should be taken into account for captive rearing, reproduction and head-starting
programs.

Growth of juveniles. Growth of juveniles (Figure 3.6, panels a and b) was modeled
with the same set of ODEs as the posthatchling growth was, and the model predicted
the growth curves well. There was some uncertainty relating to the holding conditions
(Hildebrand and Hatsel [90] stated a concern about the suitability of holding tanks), and
whether the data was representative of turtle growth (Parker [175] hypothesized that the
individual showing extremely rapid increase in weight and length might be more of an
exception than a rule). The data, though far from perfect, did provide valuable informa-
tion related to growth and metabolism, which was taken into account for the parameter
estimation. Additionally, the evident interindividual variation under controlled condi-
tions suggests an even larger interindividual variation in the wild, placing the data and
predictions of life-history traits into a more realistic context.

Weight as a function of length. Weight to length relationship for the whole size span
(Figure 3.6, panel c) was described very well by the model, indicating that the depen-
dence of morphometric scaling on size identified previously (see Chapter 2 and [137])
does not result in drastic changes of the weight-to-length relationship, i.e., that the
straight carapace length is a valid approximation of structural length.

Reproduction as a function of length. The reproduction to length relationship was
described reasonably well by the model (Figure 3.7), but the trend of the model slope
did not correspond to the trend evident from the data, with the reproduction underpre-
dicted for smaller sizes, suggesting a clutch size as small as 20 eggs, and overpredicted
for larger sizes, suggesting clutches larger than 150 eggs. Calculating the reproduction
output as was done in this study had the advantage of simplicity, but it also had lim-
itations. The two simplifications that most influenced the predicted clutch size were:
(i) the number of nests per season was the same (four) for sea turtles of all sizes (and
age); and (ii) there were no constraints on the clutch size in terms of the minimum and
maximum clutch size. Clutches with more than 140 eggs are rarely observed in nature
[204, 151], possibly because of mass and resource limitations. Another limiting factor can
be the metabolic heating, which is positively correlated to the number of embryos. The
metabolic heating can be significant in the last third of incubation (+1.6◦ C, [262]), and
the excess heat can be lethal to embryos [142]. Generally a trade-off between clutch mass
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and clutch frequency was observed for most turtles, including sea turtles [94, 249, 26].
Furthermore, loggerhead turtles nesting for the first time produce on average half the
number of clutches than those that had nested previously [81]. Each clutch includes the
energetic cost of crawling to the beach, digging the nest, and returning to the sea [246],
with the associated risk of predation, but more clutches per season increase the survival
with respect to the risk of predation, inundation, seasonal environmental pressure etc.
Constraining the model predictions by a minimum and maximum clutch size, and allow-
ing the number of clutches per season to vary between turtles of different sizes, would
result in more realistic predictions. The modified model could provide insight into the
energy allocation during the nesting events, including optimization of the number and
size of clutches produced in a nesting season. While this is not necessary for studying
the general life cycle of the loggerhead turtle, or estimating the seasonal reproductive
output, it would be interesting to see whether the modified model can reproduce the
trend observed in the wild.

3.5 Conclusion

With a relatively small set of data on life-history traits and growth curves, we character-
ized the energy utilization patterns in the loggerhead turtle by estimating values for the
core parameters of a standard DEB model. The Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) model of
the North Atlantic loggerhead turtle describes the life history traits and growth curves
well (mean relative error = 0.1776, and FIT=8.22 of 10).

The standard DEB model predicts the growth, maturation, and reproduction as a func-
tion of temperature and food (or energy reserves provided by the mother, in case of the
embryo), and therefore can be useful for studying the environmental effects on these
processes. However, sometimes other factors not included in the model play an impor-
tant role, and including them might increase the predictive capabilities and accuracy of
the model. For example, for the embryonic development the humidity of the sand af-
fects the incubation duration, the compactness of the sand influences time needed from
hatching to emergence, and the temperature inside the nest can increase by 1.5◦ C due
to metabolic heating; including the additional environmental parameters might be re-
quired if embryonic development is the focus of the study. For the reproduction output,
the optimal clutch theory should be taken into account; including constraints on the size
of the clutch and possibly an additional parameter to account for the variable number of
clutches per season might improve the trend of the model predictions.

Observed deviations of model predictions from the measured and published data might
have been caused by errors in some of the assumptions used. However, the deviations
suggest interesting hypotheses that should be explored further:
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(i) During the first 10-15 days of development, post-hatchlings might use the "waste to
hurry" [106] strategy resulting in faster growth at a larger metabolic cost when compared
to older juveniles and adults.

(ii) Seemingly contradictory estimates of age at maturity ranging from 15-39 years 173,
209, 215, 25, might be a consequence of sea turtles maturing at smaller sizes (75-80cm
SCL) and at younger ages (15 years), but beginning to nest at larger sizes (85-90cm
SCL) and older ages (20-35 years), but also a result of large interindividual variability in
growth and maturation rates [5].

(iii) Polyphasic growth proposed or indirectly assumed by some authors 40, 38, 173 might
explain the variability in reported growth rates. Polyphasic growth might also explain
variability in estimates of life stage durations and age at maturity when calculated on
the basis of size.

In addition, the set of DEB parameters for North Atlantic loggerhead turtles, model pre-
dictions, and possible model extensions provide insight into the physiology, biology, and
ecology of the loggerhead turtle, and make a powerful tool for conservation biology and
management of sea turtles. The parameter values now allow us to predict many features
of the energetics quantitatively, which were never measured directly. Examples are the
plotted energy budget at birth, puberty, and fully-grown adult, see Figures 3.8 and 3.9.
We here see some remarkable implications, namely the drastic change in proportion of
energy fluxes during ontogeny, and the energy invested into the (rarely discussed) ma-
turity maintenance comprising almost 25% of the daily energy budget.

Obtaining a set of DEB parameters for a different loggerhead turtle population, for exam-
ple the Mediterranean population, might provide further insight into the ecology of the
species, and the previously observed [232, 181] differences in growth, maturation, and
reproduction between these two populations. Information on relevant processes and life
history traits (duration of life cycle phases, reproduction output etc.) can be further stud-
ied for a range of temperatures and/or food abundances to gain additional insight into
the biology and ecology, and construct better conservation strategies for this endangered
and protected species.
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